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ABSTRACT 
Arabic is a highly systematic language where its words exhibit elegant and rigorous logic. The field of 
Arabic word semantic similarity becomes more challenging due to its higher complexity and subtlety. This 
research is concerned with investigating the development of free open-source frameworks containing 
packages to calculate the semantic similarity between two Arabic words or concepts. These packages are 
known as AWN-ConceptSimilarity and AWN-WordSimilarity. The developed packages implement seven 
semantic similarity algorithms. One of these algorithms was proposed for Arabic and the rest were 
proposed for English where successfully adapted to Arabic using an Arabic lexical database, Arabic 
wordnet. 
The functionality of the developed packages is validated using two-word similarity benchmarks datasets 
previously produced for Arabic. The results of the validation process indicate that the developed 
frameworks represent an important contribution to the Arabic semantic similarity field. Moreover, the 
developed packages are reliable to use and embed them with Arabic researchers' projects for improving 
or comparing their methodologies.   
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1. Introduction   
Evaluation of semantic similarity through the use of network representations has for a long time been gained 
attention from experts in the fields of psychology and artificial intelligence. Semantic word similarity 
algorithms identify how similar a pair of words is by determining the closeness of their concepts in a hierarchy. 
Various researchers have presented many computational techniques of semantic similarity dating back to 
Quillian, 1968 [1] and his approach of spreading activation. The proposed techniques try to emulate human 
ability as closely as possible resulting in improvements in a wide range of real live applications such as text 
mining, essay evaluation, dialogue systems, image retrieval from the Web, word sense disambiguation, 
machine translation, ontology mapping, and Web page retrieval, to name just a few.  
 
An interesting challenge is that the proposed techniques are independent of each other and depend on different 
standards and programming languages. With these issues, it is difficult to implement the proposed techniques 
consistently and systematically compare the outcomes given by various algorithms. This problem was 
addressed by developing open-source frameworks containing packages to calculate the similarity score using 
a number of previously proposed techniques and also provide an interface that allows interaction with 
ontological resource. The most popular software package was developed by Pedersen et al. 2004 [2] and known 
as WordNet:Similarity. It is a freely available for researcher which implements six similarity measures and 
three relatedness measures, all of which are on the basis of an English knowledge source, WordNet [3]. The 
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implemented measures were written as Perl modules for Linux OS users which take two concepts as input and 
give a score as a degree of similarity or related. The developed package can be embedded within researchers 
Perl programs as a module and calling its algorithms. The developed framework has been employed by other 
researchers for improving or comparing their methodology [4], [5], [6], and [7].  
Java WordNet Similarity Library (JWSL) developed to provide researchers with a tool for accessing the 
English wordnet. It is a set of Java modules that implements several semantic similarity measures and can be 
extended by adding new algorithms. 
UMLS-Similarity is an open-source framework developed by McInnes et al. 2009 [8] for measuring the 
similarity between concepts belongs to the biomedical field. This framework was written in Perl and presented 
on the basis of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) and determined the similarity by adapting the 
previously developed similarity algorithms. It was created with the ability to add new similarity algorithms.   
 
As can be noticed, the developed packages were produced to implement similarity measures for English 
language. To the best of our knowledge, there are no such packages developed for Arabic language. This 
research is concerned with investigating the development of free open-source frameworks containing packages 
to calculate the semantic similarity for Arabic language which can be used by Arabic researchers for improving 
and comparing their methodologies. The developed packages will be presented as sets of Java and Perl modules 
for Linux/Windows OS users. Very few works have been presented in the field of Arabic word semantic 
similarity.  Consequently, the first step in the process of the development of these packages is adapting the 
English semantic similarity algorithms to Arabic. All implemented algorithms in English packages rely on 
English wordnet. Therefore, this paper will exploit an Arabic knowledge source known as Arabic wordnet 
(AWN) [9] for calculating the similarity where the AWN creation methodology was on the basis of the design 
and contents of English WordNet. Seven similarity algorithms will be implemented to identify the similarity 
between two Arabic concepts. These algorithms will be included in a package known as AWN-
ConceptSimilarty. This package can be used with applications that have sense-tagged data such as in word 
sense disambiguation for determining the correct sense that should be used in a particular context where the 
sense with a highest similarity score is the one being used. For applications that do not have sense tagged data, 
the adapted similarity algorithms are implemented to determine the similarity between two Arabic words rather 
than two concepts. These algorithms will be included in a package known as AWN-WordSimilarity. The 
functionality of the developed packages is validated using two-word similarity benchmarks datasets previously 
produced for Arabic known as ANSS-70 and Evaluation datasets. 
 
The rest of this paper includes reviewing the ontology-based similarity algorithms that supported in the 
developed packages in section 2. Section 3 described the structure of the frameworks while section 4 presents 
the benchmark datasets used to validate the implemented similarity algorithms. Section 5 illustrates the 
evaluation procedure and the experimental results discussion. 
 
2. Semantic similarity measures 
A review of existing similarity measures that rely on the structure and content of English WordNet is presented 
in this section with a brief description about the Arabic knowledge source, AWN. 
  
2.1.  Arabic WordNet 
A variety of algorithms adapted to Arabic in this paper use AWN to define the similarity, the only freely 
available lexical network of Arabic words. The AWN creation methodology was on the basis of the design and 
contents of the WordNet created for English (PWN). The AWN is organized into four principal structures 
which include item, word, form, and link. The item structure, also known as a conceptual entity contains 
synonym sets or synsets where each represents a lexical concept, synset-id, instances, and ontology class. The 
word structure represents a word sense which contains word form and word-id that used to associate a lemma 
with an item. The lexical information such as broken plural form and word's root were saved in the form 
structure. Finally, the link entity connects two items in relation such as equivalent, has-hyponym, related to, 
etc. The synsets of the AWN have been mapped to Suggested Upper Merged Ontology which is a language-
independent ontology. This ontology classified the world into upper-level concepts (general concepts) [10]. 
These concepts were mapped to the more specific AWN synsets using three relations: subsumption, equivalent, 
and instance links.  
The AWN version used in this paper comprises 11,270 synsts containing a total of about 23,496 unique Arabic 
words. These synsets cover different parts of speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs [11]. The nouns 
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and verbs are in separate subsumption (is-a) hierarchies. The noun hierarchy considers a rich hierarchy where 
the noun synsets were organized into nine taxonomies each has a top (root) known as a unique beginner. The 
maximum depth of this hierarchy is 15 nodes. Most of the algorithms that will be discussed in this paper 
exploited the noun hierarchy to identify the similarity.   
In discussing Arabic wordnet, the following terms and definitions will be used: 
 
• The shortest path length in AWN between synset 𝑐𝑖 and synset 𝑐𝑗 is denoted by 𝑆𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐𝑗) and can 
be measured in edge counting or node counting. 
• The depth of a node represents the path length between that node and the root (unique beginner) in 
which the node is located.        
𝑑𝑒𝑝(𝑐𝑖) = len(𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡, 𝑐𝑖)   
• The Least Common Subsumer of c1 and c2 is denoted by 𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑐1, 𝑐2), it is the meeting point that 
subsumes the two synsets. All the noun taxonomies will be joined into one taxonomy by adding a 
unique root node (virtual node) to ensure the existence of the LCS between any two nodes. This 
behavior will be turned on only with the similarity algorithm proposed by Leacock and Chodorow [12] 
while it will be turned off with others. 
• The semantic similarity between two concepts is denoted by 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑐1, 𝑐2)for applications that have 
sense tagged data, while the similarity between two words is denoted by 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑤1, 𝑤2) and can be 
calculated using (1). 
  
𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑤1, 𝑤2) = max(𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑐1, 𝑐2)) ,      𝑐1𝜖 𝑠(𝑤1) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐2𝜖 𝑠(𝑤2)                                     (1)  
 
Where, 𝑠(𝑤𝑖) represents the set of concepts in the noun hierarchy and this set consider the senses of 
word 𝑤𝑖. Following Resnik 1995 [13], the similarity between two words is equal to the maximum 
senses similarity obtained from the pair of senses of the two words. 
   
2.2. Path length similarity measures 
In WordNet, a simple method to identify the similarity of concepts is to calculate the shortest path length 
connecting them in the is-a hierarchy Rada et al. 1989 [14]. The longer the path (distance) between concepts, 
the less similar the compared concepts are. Rada used the edge counting to calculate the length of the shortest 
path between the compared concepts. Given two concepts c1 and c2 with the consideration of all the possible 
paths between them, the semantic distance is defined as follows: 
 
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝑐1,  𝑐2) = 𝑆𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑐1, 𝑐2)                                                                                                 (2)  
 
The semantic similarity between the compared concepts is computed using (3) while the semantic similarity 
between two words is calculated using (4): 
 
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝑐1,  𝑐2) =
1
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝑐1,  𝑐2)
⁄                                                                                               (3) 
  




Wu and Palmer [15] proposed a measurement for identifying the semantic similarity by exploiting the path 
length and depth of the compared concepts in a taxonomy. The computation process of the path length and 
depth was undertaken by finding LCS that subsumes the compared concepts. The node counting method was 





ln(𝑐1, 𝐿𝐶𝑆) + ln(𝑐2, 𝐿𝐶𝑆) + 2 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑝(𝐿𝐶𝑆)
                                                         (5) 
 
This measure was revised slightly by Resnik [16] using the edge counting method: 
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                                                                                      (6) 
 
    
In our experiment, the original measure is implemented but the edge counting method is used to calculate the 
path length while the depth of LCS is calculated using the node counting method.  
 
Leacock and Chodorow [12] similarity measure considers the shortest path length of the compared concepts 
and the maximum depth of the taxonomy. Using the edge counting method with the consideration of all the 
possible paths between the compared concepts, the semantic similarity is defined as follows 
 
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝐿𝑐ℎ(𝑐1, 𝑐2) = − log( 
𝑆𝑃𝑙𝑛(𝑐1, 𝑐2)
2 . 𝐷
 )                                                                                     (7) 
                   
Where, D represents the maximum depth of the taxonomy. In our experiment and as described in section 2.1, 
the unique root node will be turned on with this measure so the maximum depth of the noun taxonomy in AWN 
is 15.   
 
Zhong et al. [17] determined the similarity score by considering the depths of the compared concepts as well 
as the depth of the LCS. In their proposed measure, every concept in the hierarchy has a value known as 




𝐾𝑑𝑒𝑝(𝑐)                                                    
⁄                                   (8) 
                
Where, k is a factor greater than 1. It represents a rate at which the value decreases along the hierarchy. 
Given two concepts c1 and c2, the similarity score is identified as follows 
 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑍ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑔(𝑐1, 𝑐2) = 𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑐1, 𝐿𝐶𝑆) + 𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑐2, 𝐿𝐶𝑆)                                                            (9) 
 
                  𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑐, 𝐿𝐶𝑆) = 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒(𝐿𝐶𝑆) − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒(𝑐)                                                           (10) 
 
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑍ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑔(𝑐1,  𝑐2) =
1
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑍ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑔(𝑐1,  𝑐2)
⁄                                                                            (11) 
          
 
This measure used the edge counting method. 
 
Pekar and Staab [18] identified the similarity score by considering the shortest path length between two 
synsets. The similarity of the compared concepts is directly proportional to the number of edges between the 
LCS and the root. Given two concepts c1 and c2, the similarity score is identified as follows:   
 
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑃𝑘𝑠(𝑐1,𝑐2) = 𝑆𝑃𝑙𝑛(𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑐1, 𝑐2), 𝑐1) + 𝑆𝑃𝑙𝑛(𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑐1, 𝑐2), 𝑐2) + 𝑆𝑃𝑙𝑛(𝐿𝐶𝑆(𝑐1, 𝑐2), 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡)                      (12) 
 
 
Faaza et al. [19] presented a nonlinear word similarity measure (AWSS) for Arabic language inspired by Li 
algorithm [20]. It is a structure-based measure which calculates the similarity based on the minimum path 
length and the depth of the meeting point LCS that subsumed the compared Arabic words. The length and 
depth were extracted from AWN. Edge counting method is used to calculate the shortest path length while the 
depth of LCS is determined using node counting method. 
 
𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑐1, 𝑐2) = 𝑒
−𝛼𝑙 ∗  tanh(𝛽 ∗ 𝑑)                                                              (13)   
 
Where, α and β represents the weight factors of length and depth respectively. 
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2.3. Feature-based similarity measures 
These measures utilize more semantic information than path length measures such as concept descriptions, 
taxonomic ancestors, etc. The similarity score is determined as a function of the compared concepts properties 
taking into consideration their common and non-common features. According to Tversky [21], common 
features of concepts lead to increase similarity score while non-common lead to reduce it. 
 
Sánchez et al. [22] proposed a non-linear measure for estimating the similarity between the compared concepts 
as a function of semantic distance which assumes that concepts share many generalizations in common have 
less distance than concepts with a smaller amount. The similarity score of the compared concepts was 
calculated as a ratio between their distinctive taxonomic subsumers and the sum of the taxonomic subsumers 
of each of the compared concepts. The following formula was used with this measure. 
 
𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑎, 𝑏) =  𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 +
|𝐴 ∖ 𝐵| + |𝐵 ∖ 𝐴|
|𝐴 ∖ 𝐵| + |𝐵 ∖ 𝐴| + |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|
)                                                        (14) 
 
Where A and B represent the set of taxonomical features (subsumers) of a and b. 
 
2.4.  Information content similarity measures 
The measures in this category augment ontology's concepts with information content extracted from a corpus. 
The value of information content of each concept in the taxonomy is computed based on the occurrence of the 
concept in a corpus. The first measure of this category was proposed by Resnik 1995 [13]. The score of 
similarity was identified by calculating the information content of the meeting point that subsumed the two 
concepts in the taxonomy. The limitation of the Resink measure is that the concepts that share the same meeting 
point in the taxonomy are assigned the same similarity score. 
Jiang and Conrath 1997 [23] and Lin 1998 [24] performed some modification to overcome the Resnik measure 
limitation by taking into account the information content of each of the compared concepts. Lin's measure 
identified the similarity as a ratio between the information shared by the compared concepts as Resnik and the 
sum of the information content of each concept.  
Jiang and Conrath measure computed the distance between the compared concepts linearly where the sum of 
the information content of each concept subtracted from the information content of their meeting point as 
Resnik. 
The similarity measures in this category require sense tagged corpus [25] for deriving the information content 
and this data currently is not available for Arabic. Consequently, these measures will not be included in the 
developed packages. 
3. Methods 
This paper presents two packages for measuring the semantic similarity between two Arabic words or concepts. 
These packages are designed to encourage and support Arabic researchers for developing and validating new 
methodologies along with comparing them with algorithms included in these packages. The developed 
packages contain Java / Perl modules were built with methods which take two concepts or words as input and 
return the similarity between them. The developed packages can be embedded within researchers Java/Perl 
programs as modules and calling their algorithms.  
The developed packages implement seven semantic similarity algorithms proposed by Rada et al., Wu Palmar 
(Wup), Leacock and Chodorow (Lch), Zhong et al., Pekar and Staab (Pks), Faaza et al., and Sánchez et al. One 
of these algorithms (AWSS) was proposed for Arabic and the rest were proposed for English and adapted to 
Arabic using AWN. Six of the implemented algorithms are path-based category and only Sánchez algorithm 
belongs to feature-based category. The reason for selecting these algorithms to adapt them to Arabic is that 
these algorithms rely on English wordnet structure and content. The AWN creation methodology was on the 
basis of the design and contents of the English wordnet and thus makes adapting these algorithms to Arabic 
possible.   
 In our experiment, for the path-based algorithms, the edge counting method is used to calculate the shortest 
path length while the node counting method is used to determine the depth of LCS. In multiple inheritance 
case, all possible paths of the compared concepts are considered and the similarity is determined using the 
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shortest path and/or the deepest LCS in the taxonomy. For feature-based algorithm and in multiple inheritance 
case, a set of all concepts subsumed each of the compared concepts that indicates its taxonomical features is 
determined. 
Wsimilarity is the main class for all implemented modules in AWN-WordSimilarity package while Csimilarity 
is the main class for AWN-ConceptSimilarity package. AccessADB, NormlizDM and LenDepFind are three 
modules providing all of the functionality needed to meet the supported algorithms requirements. 
NormlizDM module contains methods for removing diacritics from AWN words ReDiac () and performing 
normalization process ReMark () to replace the letters with a dot, hamza (ء) or madda (~) in a given word with 
letters without  in order to retrieve words from AWN, as will be described in section 5.1. 
AccessADB module contains methods to access and retrieve data from AWN. GetIDSynset () method is used 
to retrieve a list of synsetsid for a given search word based on its POS. The result will be a list of synsets-ids 
for the synsets the searching word is found in. GetHypsynSet () method is created to return hypernyms for a 
given synsetid. GetRelatSyn () method is created to return a list of synsets which is derivationally related to a 
given synsetid. GetHypAllWordConcept () method is created to return the hypernyms for concepts containing 
a given words. GetSetFeature () method is created to return a set of all concepts subsumed a given concept as 
its taxonomical features 
LenDepFind module contains a method SPlen () to find the shortest path length between two concepts in case 
of multiple inheritance, a method len () to find the path length, and also a method depLCS () to find the depth 
of LCS. 
4. Dataset 
The identification of the accuracy of a computational similarity measure can be done by comparing the measure 
performance with human perception [16] using a word benchmark dataset. First experiments for Arabic were 
conducted in 2012 [26] with participating of 82 native Arabic speakers. A list of 56 ordinary Arabic words 
was presented to 22 Arabic participants to generate a set of 70 word pairs. An experiment used a sample of 60 
Arabic participants were carried out to judge the set of 70 word pairs on the basis of their similarity of meaning 
using a scale from 0 to 4. The similarity ratings collected for each of the 70 pairs of Arabic words were 
calculated as the average of the judgments given by 60 Arabic participants. The produced dataset is known as 
ANSS-70 and is employed to assess the accuracy of the similarity algorithms adapted to Arabic. 
This dataset has been partitioned into two sub-datasets each of which consists of 35 Arabic word pairs [19]. 
One is known as the training dataset and the other known as the evaluation dataset. The training dataset is used 
for tuning algorithms parameters while the evaluation dataset is used to assess their accuracy. In our 
experiment, only AWSS measure requires determining its optimum parameters values.  
 
5. Evaluation Procedure 
 
5.1.  Normalization process 
In Arabic writing system, writing words require two types of symbols. These are letters and diacritics. In 
addition, some letters have similar shape and particular marks were added above or below these letters in order 
to discriminate them such as (madda (~), hamza (ء), and dot). The words were saved in AWN as lemmata with 
diacritics and marks which present an interesting challenge to the computation process of Arabic word 
similarity algorithm. The problem arises due to the contemporary writing system of Arabic where words are 
written without marks and diacritics which prevent retrieving words from AWN. Therefore, the decision was 
made to remove marks and diacritics from AWN lemmata where a normalization process was carried out to 
meet this requirement. 
 
5.2.  Experimental results and discussion 
Two evaluation experiments are conducted in order to assess the accuracy of the similarity algorithms included 
in the developed packages. In first experiment, the accuracy of the adapted similarity algorithms are evaluated 
using ANSS-70 benchmark dataset described in section 4. The word pairs on ANSS-70 were run using the six 
similarity algorithms adapted to Arabic where each algorithm is given its author's name. Table 1 presents the 
results of this experiment where the correlations coefficients were computed between the human judgments 
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on ANSS-70 dataset and the ratings generated by each of the adapted similarity algorithms. Figure 1 shows 
the correlations coefficients of each of the adapted algorithms on ANSS-70 dataset. 
As described in section 4, AWSS algorithm is the only one requires tuning its parameters. The role of these 
parameters was explored using the training dataset as stated in [19] while the evaluation dataset was employed 
to assess the AWSS measure accuracy. For the purpose of comparison, the word pairs on evaluation benchmark 
dataset were run using the adapted similarity algorithms. The results of the second experiment are presented 
in table 1 and the similarity ratings generated by the seven similarity algorithms with human ratings on 
evaluation dataset are presented in table 2. 
 
Table 1. correlation coefficient results 
Algorithms  ANSS-70 Dataset Evaluation Dataset 
Average of the correlation of all 
participants 
0.902 0.893 
Lch algorithm  0.869 0.839 
Rada algorithm 0.85 0.851 
Pks algorithm 0.912 0.886 
Wup algorithm 0.879 0.84 
Zhong algorithm 0.891 0.887 
Sanchez algorithm 0.902 0.897 
AWSS algorithm N/A 0.894 
 
The possible performance's bounds expected from the algorithms of Arabic word similarity have been 
computed as the average of the correlations of all Arabic participants on the evaluation dataset and ANSS-70 
dataset as shown in Table 1.  
Pks algorithm achieved the best correlation coefficient at 0.912 on ANSS-70 dataset which exceeded the 
average of the Arabic participants' correlations at 0.902. The less correlation coefficient (at 0.85) was obtained 
by Rada algorithm on ANSS-70 dataset and its performance under the average of participants' correlations. 
For the evaluation dataset, the best correlation achieved by Sanchez algorithm at 0.897 and the worst achieved 
by Lch algorithm at 0.839. Both Sanchez and AWSS algorithms achieved correlations exceed the average of 
the Arabic participants' correlations at 0.893 on evaluation dataset. In our experiment, Sanchez algorithm 
performed very well on the two benchmark datasets which achieved good correlations that equal or exceed the 
average of the correlations' participants, as shown in table 1.  
This result indicates that it is possible to adapt these algorithms to Arabic and the developed packages are 




















Figure 1. The correlations achieved by the adapted 
algorithms on ANSS-70 dataset. 
 
Table 2. the similarity ratings from Human and the 
seven similarity algorithms on the evaluation dataset  











 أزواج الكلمـــات 
1 Coast       Endorsement 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         تصديـق  ساحــل  
2 Noon           String 0.01 1.61 0.17 0.38 0.55 0.3 0.19 0.27  ظهـر             خيـط 
3 Slave           Vegetable 0.04 1.2 0.11 0.11 0.2 0.06 0.08 0.06               خضار  عبد  
4 Smile           Village 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0     قريــة ابتسامة/بسمة  
5 Hill              Pigeon 0.08 0.84 0.08 0.14 0.25 0.11 0.06 0.06  تــل               حمامة 
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 أزواج الكلمـــات 
7 Cord            Mountain 0.13 1.46 0.14 0.25 0.4 0.19 0.16 0.17  حبـل              جبـل 
8 Forest          Shore 0.21 1.46 0.14 0.25 0.4 0.14 0.13 0.17  غابــة             شاطئ 
9 sepulcher    Sheikh 0.22 1.2 0.11 0.11 0.2 0.12 0.06 0.06 خضريـح           شي  
10 Tool             Pillow 0.25 1.79 0.2 0.43 0.6 0.35 0.25 0.32 أداة                مخـدة 
11 Coast           Mountain 0.27 2.01 0.25 0.57 0.73 0.49 0.38 0.45  ساحل             جبـل 
12 Tool             Tumbler 0.33 2.01 0.25 0.67 0.8 0.58 0.56 0.54 قـدح              ة  أدا  
13 Journey        Shore 0.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  رحلة              شاطئ 
14 Coach           Travel 0.40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  حافلة              سفر 
15 Feast             Fasting 0.49 1.46 0.14 0.25 0.4 0.19 0.16 0.17 عيـد               صيـام 
16 Coach           Means 0.52 1.79 0.2 0.5 0.67 0.42 0.31 0.38  حافلة              وسيلـة 
17 Girl               Sister 0.60 1.61 0.17 0.5 0.67 0.46 0.19 0.37  فتــاة              اخـت 
18 Master          Sheikh 0.67 2.3 0.33 0.78 0.88 0.58 0.5 0.67       شيخ        سيــد  
19 Food            Vegetable 0.69 2.3 0.33 0.67 0.8 0.58 0.63 0.53  طعــام            خضار 
20 Slave            Odalisque 0.71 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.93  عبـد               جاريـة 
21 Run               Walk 0.75 2.3 0.33 0.71 0.83 0.64 0.5 0.6             مشي  جـري  
22 Cord              String 0.77 2.71 0.5 0.83 0.91 0.78 0.75 0.7  حبــل             خيط 
23 Forest           Woodland 0.79 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.82  غابـة             أحراش 
24 Cushion         Pillow 0.85 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.82              مخدة  مسند  
25 Countryside  Village 0.85 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.82 ريف              قرية 
26 Coast             Shore 0.89 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.89  ساحل             شاطئ 
27 Tool               Means 0.92 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.93  أداة                وسيلة 
28 Boy                Lad 0.93 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.95 صبي              فتى 
29 Sepulcher      Grave 0.94 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.82  ضريح            قبـر 
30 Glass             Tumbler 0.95 3.4 1 1 1 1 1 0.89  كــأس             قـدح 
 
6. Conclusion  
Two packages known as AWN-WordSimilarity and AWN-ConceptSimilarity were presented for measuring 
the semantic similarity between two Arabic words or concepts. The developed packages contain Java / Perl 
modules for Linux/Windows OS users and can be embedded within researchers programs. Six English word 
similarity algorithms were successfully adapted to Arabic. Seven-word similarity algorithms were included in 
each package. The results of the developed packages validation process showed that these packages are reliable 
to use them and embed them with Arabic researchers' projects for improving or comparing their methodologies. 
These packages will be freely distributed through Source Forge which is an Open-Source development 
platform. 
  
The frameworks described in this research represent the first step to providing a platform to be publicly 
available for developing and testing Arabic semantic similarity algorithms. Further research is required in 
future for including similarity algorithms from the information content-based category where ontology's 
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